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Research Questions

Data & Methods

Strand I: The project addresses the
mobilization effects of social media use by
exploring protest related content
communicated through Twitter during political
mobilisations in Spain, Greece and the US.
Specifically we study:
Was Twitter used most extensively for
spreading calls for political
participation, logistical organisation and
coordination or political conversation
and information distribution?
Strand II: Selecting Occupy Wall Street as a
case study the project further investigated
social media users’ offline engagement with
the movement. Specifically we asked:
Are the weak ties created and
expanded by social media such as
Twitter and Facebook likely to promote
contentious political action by actually
bringing people to the streets and
allowing them to engage with the
protest cause beyond the borders of
cyberspace?

Strand I: Using social media crawlers, we
collected more than 1 million tweets during
the heydays of protest in Spain, Greece and
the USA. Random samples of 2,000 tweets
were drawn for each country and political
attitudes inscribed in these tweets were
coded. Correspondence analysis
(‘symmetric’ scaling) is used for the
representation of different issues across
countries.
Strand II: To further explore the relationship
between online and offline participation, we
contacted a sample of people who posted
about the protest events and about a
different political issue and asked them to fill
out a brief questionnaire about their political
activities. Logistic regression analyses were
used to highlight the relationships between
offline and online modes of participation.

Research Findings

Research Output
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Use of Twitter during protest events
In the plot (Fig. 1) different purposes and
different countries are represented as points in
a coordinate system shown by the dotted lines.
Purposes that are used equally by tweets in
each country appear near the centre whereas
purposes that are relatively more prevalent in
one country than another are further from the
centre.
‘Call for action’ is almost at the centre of
the triangle formed by the three countries,
indicating that this purpose is mentioned
about equally by tweets in each country.
Despite the claims of recent literature, we
found that Twitter was hardly used for
logistical coordination of political actions in
any of the three countries considered.
A substantial number of tweets is used for
political communication in each country.
Yet, the content of these tweets (topics
and issues) differs between countries in
very plausible ways (Fig. 2).
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